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Basic Fundamentals of Drug Delivery - 2018-11-30
Basic Fundamentals of Drug Delivery covers the fundamental principles, advanced methodologies and
technologies employed by pharmaceutical scientists, researchers and pharmaceutical industries to
transform a drug candidate or new chemical entity into a final administrable drug delivery system. The
book also covers various approaches involved in optimizing the therapeutic performance of a biomolecule
while designing its appropriate advanced formulation. Provides up-to-date information on translating the
physicochemical properties of drugs into drug delivery systems Explores how drugs are administered via
various routes, such as orally, parenterally, transdermally or through inhalation Contains extensive
references and further reading for course and self-study
Green Adhesives - Inamuddin 2020-06-03
Green Adhesives: Preparation, Properties and Applications deals with the fabrication methods,
characterization, and applications of green adhesives. It also includes the collective properties of
waterborne, bio, and wound-healing green adhesives. Exclusive attention is devoted to discussing the
applications of green adhesives in biomedical coatings, food, and industrial applications.
Handbook of Fillers - George Wypych 2021-01-28
Covers available fillers and their properties, their effect on filled materials such as mechanical properties,
rheology, morphology, flammability, and recycling, and their use in practical applications
Plant Polysaccharides as Pharmaceutical Excipients - Amit Kumar Nayak 2022-11-20
Plant Polysaccharides as Pharmaceutical Excipients explores innovative techniques and applications of
plant-derived polysaccharides as pharmaceutical excipients. Plant polysaccharides are sustainable,
renewable and abundantly available, offering attractive properties in terms of water solubility, swelling
ability, non-toxicity and biodegradability. These qualities have resulted in extensive exploration into their
applications as excipients in a variety of pharmaceutical dosage forms. This book takes a comprehensive,
application-oriented approach, drawing on the very latest research that includes sources, classification and
extraction methods of plant polysaccharides. Subsequent chapters focus on plant polysaccharides for
individual pharmaceutical applications, enabling the reader to understand their preparation for specific
targeted uses. Throughout the book, information is supported by illustrations, chemical structures, flow
charts and data tables, providing a clear understanding. Finally, future perspectives and challenges are
reviewed and discussed. Explains sources, classifications, extraction methods and biocompatibility of plant
polysaccharides Guides the reader through properties and preparation methods of plant polysaccharides as
pharmaceutical excipients Covers a broad range of cutting-edge applications, with each chapter targeting a
specific use
Veterinary Pharmacology and Therapeutics - Jim E. Riviere 2017-12-13
Veterinary Pharmacology and Therapeutics, Tenth Edition is a fully updated and revised version of the goldstandard reference on the use of drug therapy in all major veterinary species. Provides current, detailed
information on using drug therapies in all major domestic animal species Organized logically by drug class
and treatment indication, with exhaustive information on the rational use of drugs in veterinary medicine
Includes extensive tables of pharmacokinetic data, products available, and dosage regimens Adds new
chapters on pharmaceutics, ophthalmic pharmacology, food animal pharmacology, and aquatic animal
pharmacology Includes access to a companion website with the figures from the book in PowerPoint
the-influence-of-pregelatinized-starch-disintegrants

Developing Solid Oral Dosage Forms - Yihong Qiu 2009-03-10
Developing Solid Oral Dosage Forms is intended for pharmaceutical professionals engaged in research and
development of oral dosage forms. It covers essential principles of physical pharmacy, biopharmaceutics
and industrial pharmacy as well as various aspects of state-of-the-art techniques and approaches in
pharmaceutical sciences and technologies along with examples and/or case studies in product development.
The objective of this book is to offer updated (or current) knowledge and skills required for rational oral
product design and development. The specific goals are to provide readers with: Basics of modern theories
of physical pharmacy, biopharmaceutics and industrial pharmacy and their applications throughout the
entire process of research and development of oral dosage forms Tools and approaches of preformulation
investigation, formulation/process design, characterization and scale-up in pharmaceutical sciences and
technologies New developments, challenges, trends, opportunities, intellectual property issues and
regulations in solid product development The first book (ever) that provides comprehensive and in-depth
coverage of what's required for developing high quality pharmaceutical products to meet international
standards It covers a broad scope of topics that encompass the entire spectrum of solid dosage form
development for the global market, including the most updated science and technologies, practice,
applications, regulation, intellectual property protection and new development trends with case studies in
every chapter A strong team of more than 50 well-established authors/co-authors of diverse background,
knowledge, skills and experience from industry, academia and regulatory agencies
Pharmaceutical Dosage Forms - Tablets - Larry L. Augsburger 2016-04-19
The ultimate goal of drug product development is to design a system that maximizes the therapeutic
potential of the drug substance and facilitates its access to patients. Pharmaceutical Dosage Forms:
Tablets, Third Edition is a comprehensive resource of the design, formulation, manufacture, and evaluation
of the tablet dosage form, an
Controlled Drug Delivery - M A Mateescu 2014-12-09
In complex macromolecules, minor modifications can generate major changes, due to self-assembling
capacities of macromolecular or supramolecular networks. Controlled Drug Delivery highlights how the
multifunctionality of several materials can be achieved and valorized for pharmaceutical and
biopharmaceutical applications. Topics covered in this comprehensive book include: the concept of selfassembling; starch and derivatives as pharmaceutical excipients; and chitosan and derivatives as
biomaterials and as pharmaceutical excipients. Later chapters discuss polyelectrolyte complexes as
excipients for oral administration; and natural semi-synthetic and synthetic materials. Closing chapters
cover protein-protein associative interactions and their involvement in bioformulations; self-assembling
materials, implants and xenografts; and provide conclusions and perspectives. Offers novel perspectives of
a new concept: how minor alterations can induce major self-stabilization by cumulative forces exerted at
short and long distances Gives guidance on how to approach modifications of biopolymers for drug delivery
systems and materials for implants Describes structure-properties relationships in proposed excipients,
drug delivery systems and biomedical materials
Pharmaceutical Dosage Forms, Tablets - Herbert A. Lieberman 1980
Pharmacokinetic and Pharmacodynamic Data Analysis: Concepts and Applications, Third Edition - Johan
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Gabrielsson 2001-11-30
This is a revised and very expanded version of the previous second edition of the book. "Pharmacokinetic
and Pharmacodynamic Data Analysis" provides an introduction into pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic
concepts using simple illustrations and reasoning. It describes ways in which pharmacodynamic and
pharmacodynamic theory may be used to give insight into modeling questions and how these questions can
in turn lead to new knowledge. This book differentiates itself from other texts in this area in that it bridges
the gap between relevant theory and the actual application of the theory to real life situations. The book is
divided into two parts; the first introduces fundamental principles of PK and PD concepts, and principles of
mathematical modeling, while the second provides case studies obtained from drug industry and academia.
Topics included in the first part include a discussion of the statistical principles of model fitting, including
how to assess the adequacy of the fit of a model, as well as strategies for selection of time points to be
included in the design of a study. The first part also introduces basic pharmacokinetic and
pharmacodynamic concepts, including an excellent discussion of effect compartment (link) models as well
as indirect response models. The second part of the text includes over 70 modeling case studies. These
include a discussion of the selection of the model, derivation of initial parameter estimates and
interpretation of the corresponding output. Finally, the authors discuss a number of pharmacodynamic
modeling situations including receptor binding models, synergy, and tolerance models (feedback and
precursor models). This book will be of interest to researchers, to graduate students and advanced
undergraduate students in the PK/PD area who wish to learn how to analyze biological data and build
models and to become familiar with new areas of application. In addition, the text will be of interest to
toxicologists interested in learning about determinants of exposure and performing toxicokinetic modeling.
The inclusion of the numerous exercises and models makes it an excellent primary or adjutant text for
traditional PK courses taught in pharmacy and medical schools. A diskette is included with the text that
includes all of the exercises and solutions using WinNonlin.
Handbook of Pharmaceutical Excipients - Raymond C. Rowe 2003
Describes the chemical and physical properties of pharmaceutical excipients. Each monograph contains
nonproprietary names, synonyms, chemical name and CAS registry number, empirical formula and
molecular weight, structural formula, functional category, applications in pharmaceutical formulation or
technology, description, pharmacopeial specifications, typical propertics, stability and storage conditions,
incompatibilities, method of manufacture, safety, handling precautions, regulatory status, pharmacopeias,
related substances, comments, specific references, general references, and authors.
Modified Starches Prpperties & Uses - Otto B. Wurzburg 1986-08-31
This book is a comprehensive examination of various types of mod-ified starches and their industrial
applications, with an emphasis on their chemical and physical properties. Numerous photographs, illustrations, graphs, chemical formulas and equations further detail this informative text, which is intended
for researchers and practi-tioners in the wet and dry milling industries, as well as the paper, food, textile,
adhesive, and other industries utilizing starches.
Pharmaceutical Excipients - Otilia M. Y. Koo 2016-10-03
This book provides an overview of excipients, their functionalities in pharmaceutical dosage forms,
regulation, and selection for pharmaceutical products formulation. It includes development,
characterization methodology, applications, and up-to-date advances through the perspectives of excipients
developers, users, and regulatory experts. Covers the sources, characterization, and harmonization of
excipients: essential information for optimal excipients selection in pharmaceutical development Describes
the physico-chemical properties and biological effects of excipients Discusses chemical classes, safety and
toxicity, and formulation Addresses recent efforts in the standardization and harmonization of excipients
Stimuli Responsive Polymeric Nanocarriers for Drug Delivery Applications - Abdel Salam Hamdy
Makhlouf 2018-06-14
Stimuli Responsive Polymeric Nanocarriers for Drug Delivery Applications, Volume One: Types and
Triggers discusses, in detail, the recent trends in designing biodegradable and biocompatible singleresponsive polymers and nanoparticles for safe drug delivery. Focusing on the most advanced materials and
technologies, evaluation methods, and advanced synthesis techniques stimuli-responsive polymers, the
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book is an essential reference for scientists with an interest in drug delivery vehicles. Sections focus on
innovation, development and the increased global demand for biodegradable and biocompatible responsive
polymers and nanoparticles for safe drug delivery. Offers an in-depth look at the basic and fundamental
aspects of alternative stimuli-responsive polymers, mechanisms, structure, synthesis and properties
Provides a well-defined categorization for stimuli-responsive polymers for drug delivery based on different
triggering mechanisms Discusses novel approaches and challenges for scaling up and commercialization of
stimuli-responsive polymers
Modern Pharmaceutics - Gilbert S. Banker 2002-05-24
"Completely revised and expanded throughout. Presents a comprehensive integrated, sequenced approach
to drug dosage formulation, design, and evaluation. Indentifies the pharmacodynamic and physicochemical
factors influencing drug action through various routes of administration."
Developing Solid Oral Dosage Forms - Yihong Qiu 2016-11-08
Developing Solid Oral Dosage Forms: Pharmaceutical Theory and Practice, Second Edition illustrates how
to develop high-quality, safe, and effective pharmaceutical products by discussing the latest techniques,
tools, and scientific advances in preformulation investigation, formulation, process design, characterization,
scale-up, and production operations. This book covers the essential principles of physical pharmacy,
biopharmaceutics, and industrial pharmacy, and their application to the research and development process
of oral dosage forms. Chapters have been added, combined, deleted, and completely revised as necessary to
produce a comprehensive, well-organized, valuable reference for industry professionals and academics
engaged in all aspects of the development process. New and important topics include spray drying,
amorphous solid dispersion using hot-melt extrusion, modeling and simulation, bioequivalence of complex
modified-released dosage forms, biowaivers, and much more. Written and edited by an international team
of leading experts with experience and knowledge across industry, academia, and regulatory settings
Includes new chapters covering the pharmaceutical applications of surface phenomenon, predictive
biopharmaceutics and pharmacokinetics, the development of formulations for drug discovery support, and
much more Presents new case studies throughout, and a section completely devoted to regulatory aspects,
including global product regulation and international perspectives
Evidence Based Validation of Traditional Medicines - Subhash C. Mandal 2021-01-18
The demand for traditional medicines, herbal health products, herbal pharmaceuticals, nutraceuticals, food
supplements and herbal cosmetics etc. is increasing globally due to the growing recognition of these
products as mainly non-toxic, having lesser side effects, better compatibility with physiological flora, and
availability at affordable prices. In the last century, medical science has made incredible advances all over
the globe. In spite of global reorganization and a very sound history of traditional uses, the promotion of
traditional medicine faces a number of challenges around the globe, primarily in developed nations.
Regulation and safety is the high concern for the promotion of traditional medicine. Quality issues and
quality control, pharmacogivilane, scientific investigation and validation, intellectual property rights, and
biopiracy are some key issues that restrain the advancement of traditional medicine around the globe. This
book contains diverse and unique chapters, explaining in detail various subsections like phytomolecule,
drug discovery and modern techniques, standardization and validation of traditional medicine, and
medicinal plants, safety and regulatory issue of traditional medicine, pharmaceutical excipients from
nature, plants for future. The contents of the book will be useful for the academicians, researchers and
people working in the area of traditional medicine.
Drug Delivery Systems - Kewal K. Jain 2008-03-07
In this concise and systematic book, a team of experts select the most important, cutting-edge technologies
used in drug delivery systems. They take into account significant drugs, new technologies such as
nanoparticles, and therapeutic applications. The chapters present step-by-step laboratory protocols
following the highly successful Methods in Molecular BiologyTM series format, offering readily
reproducible results vital for pharmaceutical physicians and scientists.
Plant Bioactives and Drug Discovery - Valdir Cechinel-Filho 2012-05-22
An in-depth exploration of the applications of plant bioactive metabolites in drug research and development
Highlighting the complexity and applications of plant bioactive metabolites in organic and medicinal
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chemistry, Plant Bioactives and Drug Discovery: Principles, Practice, and Perspectives provides an in-depth
overview of the ways in which plants can inform drug research and development. An edited volume
featuring multidisciplinary international contributions from acclaimed scientists researching bioactive
natural products, the book provides an incisive overview of one of the most important topics in
pharmaceutical studies today. With coverage of strategic methods of natural compound isolation, structural
manipulation, natural products in clinical trials, quality control, and more, and featuring case studies on
medicinal plants, the book serves as a definitive guide to the field of plant biodiversity as it relates to
medicine. In addition, chapters on using natural products as drugs that target specific disease areas,
including neurological disorders, inflammation, infectious diseases, and cancer, illustrate the myriad
possibilities for therapeutic applications. Wide ranging and comprehensive, Plant Bioactives and Drug
Discovery also includes important information on marketing, regulations, intellectual property rights, and
academic-industry collaboration as they relate to plant-based drug research, making it an essential
resource for advanced students and academic and industry professionals working in biochemical,
pharmaceutical, and related fields.
Handbook of Pharmaceutical Granulation Technology - Dilip M. Parikh 2021-05-12
This fully revised edition of Handbook of Pharmaceutical Granulation Technology covers the rapid advances
in the science of agglomeration, process control, process modelling, scale-up, emerging particle
engineering technologies, along with current regulatory changes presented by some of the prominent
scientist and subject matter experts around the globe. Learn from more than 50 global subject matter
experts who share their years of experience in areas ranging from drug delivery and pharmaceutical
technology to advances in nanotechnology. Every pharmaceutical scientist should own a copy of this fourth
edition resource. Key Features: Theoretical discussions covering granulation and engineering perspectives.
Covers new advances in expert systems, process modelling and bioavailability Chapters on emerging
technologies in particle engineering Updated Current research and developments in granulation
technologies
Pharmaceutics - Alekha Dash 2013-10-12
Pharmaceutics: Basic Principles and Application to Pharmacy Practice is an engaging textbook that covers
all aspects of pharmaceutics with emphasis on the basic science and its application to pharmacy practice.
Based on curricular guidelines mandated by the American Council for Pharmacy Education (ACPE), this
book incorporates laboratory skills by identifying portions of each principle that can be used in a clinical
setting. In this way, instructors are able to demonstrate their adherence to ACPE standards and objectives,
simply by using this book. Written in a straightforward and student-friendly manner, Pharmaceutics enables
students to gain the scientific foundation to understand drug physicochemical properties, practical aspects
of dosage forms and drug delivery systems, and the biological applications of drug administration. Key
ideas are illustrated and reinforced through chapter objectives and chapter summaries. A companion
website features resources for students and instructors, including videos illustrating difficult processes and
procedures as well as practice questions and answers. Instructor resources include Powerpoint slides and a
full-color image bank. This book is intended for students in pharmaceutical science programs taking
pharmaceutics or biopharmaceutics courses at the undergraduate, graduate and doctoral level. Chapter
objectives and chapter summaries illustrate and reinforce key ideas Designed to meet curricular guidelines
for pharmaceutics and laboratory skills mandated by the Accreditation Council for Pharmacy Education
(ACPE) Companion website features resources for students and instructors, including videos illustrating
difficult processes and procedures and practice questions and answers. Instructor resources include
Powerpoint slides and a full-color image bank
Design and Manufacture of Pharmaceutical Tablets - Reynir Eyjolfsson 2014-10-15
Design and Manufacture of Pharmaceutical Tablets offers real world solutions and outcomes of formulation
and processing challenges of pharmaceutical tablets. This book includes numerous practical examples
related to actual formulations that have been validated and marketed and covers important data in the
areas of stability, dissolution, bioavailibity and processing. It provides important background and
theoretical information on design and manufacturing and includes a full section dedicated to design
experimental methodology and statistics. In addition, this book offers a a general discussion of excipients
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used in proper tablet design along with practical examples related to excipients. Drug development
scientists in industry and academia, as well as students in the pharmaceutical sciences will greatly benefit
from the practical knowledge and case examples provided throughout this book. Incorporates important
mathematical models and computational applications Includes unique content on central composite design
and augmented simplex lattice Provides background on important design principles with emphasis on
quality-based design (QBD) of pharmaceutical dosage forms
Excipient Development for Pharmaceutical, Biotechnology, and Drug Delivery Systems - Ashok
Katdare 2006-07-28
To facilitate the development of novel drug delivery systems and biotechnology-oriented drugs, the need for
new excipients to be developed and approved continues to increase. Excipient Development for
Pharmaceutical, Biotechnology, and Drug Delivery Systems serves as a comprehensive source to improve
understanding of excipients and forge new avenue
Chemical Properties of Starch - 2020-03-11
This book is about the chemical properties of starch. The book is a rich compendium driven by the desire to
address the unmet needs of biomedical scientists to respond adequately to the controversy on the chemical
properties and attendant reactivity of starch. It is a collective endeavor by a group of editors and authors
with a wealth of experience and expertise on starch to aggregate the influence of qualitative and
quantitative morphological, chemical, and genetic properties of starch on its functionalities, use,
applications, and health benefits. The chemical properties of starch are conferred by the presence, amount
and/or quality of amylose and amylopectin molecules, granule structure, and the nature and amounts of the
lipid and protein molecules. The implication of this is comprehensively dealt with in this book.
Handbook of Pharmaceutical Excipients - 1986
Provides data on the additives used to convert pharmacologically active compounds into dosage forms
suitable for administration to patients. Data includes: nonproprietary names, functional category,
synonyms, chemical names and CAS Registry number, empirical formula, molecular weight, structural
formula, commercial availability, method of manufacture,description, pharmacopeial specifications, typical
properties, stability and storage conditions, incompatibilities, safety, handling precautions, regulatory
acceptance, applications in pharmaceutical formulation or technology, use, related substances, comments,
and specific references.
Drug Delivery Systems - Stroeve Pieter 2017-11-27
With the alarming increase in cancer diagnoses and genetic illnesses, traditional drug agents and their
delivery media need to be re-evaluated to address a quickly evolving field. With newer smart materials for
the controlled release of macromolecules, peptides, genetic material, etc. further complications arise, such
as material performance, synthesis, functionalization and targeting, biological identity, and
biocompatibility. The book provides a comprehensive overview of the recent developments on "smart"
targeting and drug delivery systems with a variety of carriers like nanoparticles, membranes, and
hydrogels. It contains detailed descriptions on the recent trends in this field in the ongoing battle with
catastrophic diseases like cancer. This field of research has been in its infancy and continues to face
growth, and with it, further challenges and difficulties along the way toward maturity, which are accurately
introduced in this book. Contents: Drug Delivery Systems: Possibilities and Challenges (Ryan Spitler, Saeid
Zanganeh, Tahereh Jafari, Nasser Khakpash, Mohsen Erfanzadeh, Jim Q Ho, and Nastaran
Sakhaie)Nanoparticles in Circulation: Blood Stability (Saeid Zanganeh, Tahereh Jafari, Nasser Khakpash,
Mohsen Erfanzadeh, and Jim Q Ho)How do Nanoparticles (NPs) Pass Barriers? (Saeid Zanganeh, Ryan
Spitler, Najme Javdani, and Jim Q Ho)Gated Porous Materials for Biomedical Application (Félix Sancenón,
Erick Yu, Elena Aznar, M Dolores Marcos, and Ramón Martínez-Máñez)Controlled Release from Iron Oxide
Nanoparticles (Masoud Rahman)The Reverse of Controlled Release: Controlled Sequestration of Species
and Biotoxins into Nanoparticles (NPs) (Jenifer Gómez-Pastora, Eugenio Bringas, María Lázaro-Díez, José
Ramos-Vivas, and Inmaculada Ortiz)Membranes for Controlled Release (Vida Araban, Neda Aslankoohi, and
Mohammad Raoufi)Controlled Released from Hydrogel (Hossein Riahinezhad, Vida Araban, and Mohammad
Raoufi)Nano Delivery Systems (Sophie Laurent, Afsaneh Lahooti, Saeed Shanehsazzadeh, and Robert N
Muller)Legal Framework for Protection of Pharmaceutical Trade Marks in Europe and USA (Mohammad
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Hossein Erfanmanesh, and Shirin Sharifzadeh)Future Perspective on the Smart Delivery of Biomolecules
(Erick Yu, Félix Sancenón, Elena Aznar, Ramón Martínez-Máñez, María Dolores Marcos, Mohammad J
Hajipour, Morteza Mahmoudi, and Pieter Stroeve) Readership: Nanotechnologists; biomedical engineers;
chemical engineers; materials scientists; biotechnology researchers; chemists; biological scientists; cell
physiologists; medical scientists; gene therapists. Keywords: Drug Delivery
Systems;Nanoparticles;Biomaterials;TargetingReview: Key Features: Comprehensive overview on "smart"
targeting and drug delivery systemsUnderstanding of the biological identity of nanoparticles for drug
delivery applicationsDetailed information on the legal framework for protection of pharmaceutical trade
mark in Europe and the United States
Handbook of Pharmaceutical Wet Granulation - Ajit S. Narang 2018-08-31
Handbook of Pharmaceutical Wet Granulation: Theory and Practice in a Quality by Design Paradigm offers
a single and comprehensive reference dedicated to all aspects of pharmaceutical wet granulation, taking a
holistic approach by combining introductory principles with practical solutions. Chapters are written by
international experts across industry, academic and regulatory settings, and cover a wide spectrum of
relevant and contemporary wet granulation topics, techniques and processes. The books' focus on process
analytical technology, quality by design principles, granulation equipment, modeling, scale-up, control and
real time release makes it a timely and valuable resource for all those involved in pharmaceutical wet
granulation. Discusses fundamentals of theory and current industrial practice in the field of wet
granulation, including product and process design and role of material properties in wet granulation
Examines the modern evolution of wet granulation through current topics such as established and novel
process analytical technologies (PATs), and product development and scale-up paradigms Written for
scientists working within the pharmaceutical industry, as well as academics, regulatory officials and
equipment vendors who provide PAT tools and granulation equipment
Voigt's Pharmaceutical Technology - Alfred Fahr 2018-01-17
A textbook which is both comprehensive and comprehensible and that offers easy but scientifically sound
reading to both students and professionals Now in its 12th edition in its native German, Voigt's
Pharmaceutical Technology is an interdisciplinary textbook covering the fundamental principles of
pharmaceutical technology. Available for the first time in English, this edition is produced in full colour
throughout, with a concise, clear structure developed after consultation with students, instructors and
researchers. This book: Features clear chapter layouts and easily digestible content Presents novel trends,
devices and processes Discusses classical and modern manufacturing processes Covers all formulation
principles including tablets, ointments, capsules, nanosystems and biopharmaceutics Takes account of legal
requirements for both qualitative and quantitative composition Addresses quality assurance considerations
Uniquely relates contrasting international pharmacopeia from EU, US and Japan to formulation principles
Includes examples and text boxes for quicker data assimilation Written for both students studying
pharmacy and industry professionals in the field as well as toxicologists, biochemists, medical lab
technicians, Voigt’s Pharmaceutical Technology is the essential resource for understanding the various
aspects of pharmaceutical technology.
Applied Pharmaceutics in Contemporary Compounding - Robert P. Shrewsbury 2015-01-01
Applied Pharmaceutics in Contemporary Compounding, Third Edition is designed to convey a fundamental
understanding of the principles and practices involved in both the development and the production of
compounded dosage forms by applying pharmaceutical principles.
Chemistry of Phytopotentials: Health, Energy and Environmental Perspectives - LD Khemani
2011-12-02
Since the beginning of human civilization, plants have been our true companions. Plants contribute not only
to our existence but also serve us through discovery, design and the treatment of various diseases where
there is no satisfactory cure in modern medicine. This has focused Natural Product Chemists to unravel
plants therapeutic potential in the light of modern analytical and pharmacological understandings.
Presence of multiple active phytochemicals in medicinal plants offers exciting opportunity for the
development of novel therapeutics, providing scientific justification for their use in traditional medicines.
Non-food plants have been recognized as biofactories for the production of eco-friendly value added
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materials including agricultural, food products, enzymes, nutraceuticals etc. They have also been widely
explored for personal care, industrial products and sources of energy generation. The proven efficacy of
botanicals has been appreciated by the scientific community and strengthened plant-human relationship.
The synergism in the Phytoproducts, the result of the interaction of two or more moieties, is not simply
additive but multiplicative. Recent acceptance of the Food and Drug Administration (US) for herbalmedicine based preparation has renewed interest in Natural Product Research. The year 2011 is declared
as the International Year of Chemistry (IYC 2011) by the United Nations Assembly. On this occasion, the
present conference CPHEE 2011 aims to offer chemists from diverse areas to come to a common platform
to share the knowledge and unveil the chemistry and magic potentials of phytoproducts for the mankind.
Excipient Applications in Formulation Design and Drug Delivery - Ajit S Narang 2015-10-07
In recent years, emerging trends in the design and development of drug products have indicated ever
greater need for integrated characterization of excipients and in-depth understanding of their roles in drug
delivery applications. This book presents a concise summary of relevant scientific and mechanistic
information that can aid the use of excipients in formulation design and drug delivery applications. Each
chapter is contributed by chosen experts in their respective fields, which affords truly in-depth perspective
into a spectrum of excipient-focused topics. This book captures current subjects of interest – with the most
up to date research updates – in the field of pharmaceutical excipients. This includes areas of interest to the
biopharmaceutical industry users, students, educators, excipient manufacturers, and regulatory bodies
alike.
Handbook of Encapsulation and Controlled Release - Munmaya Mishra 2015-12-01
The field of encapsulation, especially microencapsulation, is a rapidly growing area of research and product
development. The Handbook of Encapsulation and Controlled Release covers the entire field, presenting the
fundamental processes involved and exploring how to use those processes for different applications in
industry. Written at a level comp
Handbook of Pharmaceutical Excipients - Raymond C. Rowe 2009-01-01
An internationally acclaimed reference work recognized as one of the most authoritative and
comprehensive sources of information on excipients used in pharmaceutical formulation with this new
edition providing 340 excipient monographs. Incorporates information on the uses, and chemical and
physical properties of excipients systematically collated from a variety of international sources including:
pharmacopeias, patents, primary and secondary literature, websites, and manufacturers' data; extensive
data provided on the applications, licensing, and safety of excipients; comprehensively cross-referenced and
indexed, with many additional excipients described as related substances and an international supplier's
directory and detailed information on trade names and specific grades or types of excipients commercially
available.
Starch in Food - Malin Sjöö 2017-11-25
Starch in Food: Structure, Function and Applications, Second Edition, reviews starch structure,
functionality and the growing range of starch ingredients used to improve the nutritional and sensory
quality of food. The new edition is fully updated and brings new chapters on starch and health, isolation,
processing and functional properties of starch. Part One illustrates how plant starch can be analyzed and
modified, with chapters on plant starch synthesis, starch bioengineering and starch-acting enzymes. Part
Two examines the sources of starch, from wheat and potato, to rice, corn and tropical supplies. Part Three
looks at starch as an ingredient and how it is used in the food industry, with chapters on modified starches
and the stability of frozen foods, starch-lipid interactions and starch-based microencapsulation. Part Four
covers starch as a functional food, investigating the impact of starch on physical and mental performance,
detecting nutritional starch fractions and analyzing starch digestion. The book is a standard reference for
those working in the food industry, especially to starch scientists, food researchers, post-docs, practitioners
in the starch area and students. Completely revised and updated with an overview of the latest
developments in isolation, processing, functional properties and health attributes of starch Reviews starch
structure and functionality Extensive coverage of the growing range of starch ingredients Examines how
starch ingredients are used to improve the nutritional and sensory quality of food
Remington Education Pharmaceutics - Shelley Chambers Fox 2014-06-25
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Remington Education: Pharmaceutics covers the basic principles of pharmaceutics, from dosage forms to
drug delivery and targeting. It addresses all the principles covered in an introductory pharmacy course. As
well as offering a summary of key information in pharmaceutics, it offers numerous case studies and MCQs
for self assessment.
Pharmaceutical Dosage Forms - Larry L. Augsburger 1990-03-30

dependable reference tool and a solid investment for years to come--maintaining currency through its
supplements [Volume 18/Supplement 1: Published November, 1998] The Encyclopedia contains
interdisciplinary contributions in a wide array of subjects, including Drugs decomposition metabolism
pharmaceutical incompatibilities pharmacokinetics physicochemical properties preformulation stability
Drug Delivery Systems and Devices-Development and Manufacture analysis and controls bioavailability use
of computerization formulation and processing alternatives national and international registration
packaging patents process validation scale-up safety and efficacy stability standards Post-Production and
Practical Considerations governmental/industrial/professional organizations legal aspects national and
international agencies patent life of drugs patient compliance ...and much, much more!
Handbook of Water-soluble Gums and Resins - Robert L. Davidson 1980

Amorphous Solid Dispersions - Navnit Shah 2014-11-21
This volume offers a comprehensive guide on the theory and practice of amorphous solid dispersions (ASD)
for handling challenges associated with poorly soluble drugs. In twenty-three inclusive chapters, the book
examines thermodynamics and kinetics of the amorphous state and amorphous solid dispersions, ASD
technologies, excipients for stabilizing amorphous solid dispersions such as polymers, and ASD
manufacturing technologies, including spray drying, hot melt extrusion, fluid bed layering and solventcontrolled micro-precipitation technology (MBP). Each technology is illustrated by specific case studies. In
addition, dedicated sections cover analytical tools and technologies for characterization of amorphous solid
dispersions, the prediction of long-term stability, and the development of suitable dissolution methods and
regulatory aspects. The book also highlights future technologies on the horizon, such as supercritical fluid
processing, mesoporous silica, KinetiSol®, and the use of non-salt-forming organic acids and amino acids
for the stabilization of amorphous systems. Amorphous Solid Dispersions: Theory and Practice is a valuable
reference to pharmaceutical scientists interested in developing bioavailable and therapeutically effective
formulations of poorly soluble molecules in order to advance these technologies and develop better
medicines for the future.
Encyclopedia of Pharmaceutical Technology - James Swarbrick 2000-12-05
The Encyclopedia of Pharmaceutical Technology presents authoritative and contemporary articles on all
aspects of drug development, dosage forms, manufacturing, and regulation-enabling the specialist and
novice alike to keep abreast of developments in this rapidly evolving and highly competitive field. A
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Handbook of Polymers for Pharmaceutical Technologies, Structure and Chemistry - Vijay Kumar
Thakur 2015-06-29
Polymers are one of the most fascinating materials of the present era finding their applications in almost
every aspects of life. Polymers are either directly available in nature or are chemically synthesized and used
depending upon the targeted applications.Advances in polymer science and the introduction of new
polymers have resulted in the significant development of polymers with unique properties. Different kinds
of polymers have been and will be one of the key in several applications in many of the advanced
pharmaceutical research being carried out over the globe. This 4-partset of books contains precisely
referenced chapters, emphasizing different kinds of polymers with basic fundamentals and practicality for
application in diverse pharmaceutical technologies. The volumes aim at explaining basics of polymers based
materials from different resources and their chemistry along with practical applications which present a
future direction in the pharmaceutical industry. Each volume offer deep insight into the subject being
treated. Volume 1: Structure and Chemistry Volume 2: Processing and Applications Volume 3:
Biodegradable Polymers Volume 4: Bioactive and Compatible Synthetic/Hybrid Polymers
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